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Quiver is a hybrid cryptocurrency exchange based on batch auctions, with 
unique liquidity retention and aggregation mechanisms.



Offering ultra-low trading costs on high leverage perpetual futures, the exchange 
has a fee structure that enables users to make many small trades.



It currently runs as a custodial exchange in its alpha version, with USD balances 
backed by USDC stored on a single multi-signature safe contract in the 
Ethereum Mainnet.
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Summary

Problem & Landscape

Most centralized exchanges match orders based on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) system, meaning 
traders can gain an advantage by getting their orders to arrive slightly earlier. This is known as 
“latency arbitrage” and results in a winner-takes-all system where the fastest player reaps all 
of the profits. To gain an edge, billions of dollars are spent yearly in a technological arms race, 
such as investments in submarine cables and microwave towers.

Unfortunately, these profits come at the cost of liquidity providers, who must quote higher 
spreads to remain competitive. As a result, exchanges often charge higher “taker fees”, which 
increases the cost of trading for all exchange users. To make matters worse, users not 
optimizing for speed end up paying for this wasteful arms race between high-frequency 
traders, leading to deadweight loss as many otherwise profitable strategies are no longer 
viable.

Solution

Quiver is an exchange designed to make providing liquidity easy while taking liquidity away 
hard.



price 

Incoming orders go through an auction, which adds a fraction of a second delay, and reduces 
latency arbitrage incentives. During this delay, market makers and arbitrage bots can update 
their orders according to what happens on other exchanges. This creates a level playing field 
for liquidity providers, allowing them to better compete with high-frequency liquidity-takers, 
and therefore offer tighter spreads.



This auction is based on a Vickrey Auction system with the property of incentive compatibility. 
Systems with this property make sure they cannot benefit from bidding lower than their true 
value, encouraging bidders to submit their true values. This allows price competition among 
arbitrage bots (the bidders), generating improvements to limit orders.



Quiver also solves the liquidity fragmentation problem, with a built-in aggregator that 
leverages arbitrage bots to serve large orders efficiently.




Summary

Security & Business Model

Quiver is a hybrid cryptocurrency exchange that offers perpetual futures trading. Perpetual 
futures are bets that track the performance of the underlying asset, enabling efficient bets on 
real-world assets such as stocks, bonds, and commodities. 



We run as a centralized exchange in its alpha version, and users are required to sign a 
message proving ownership of the account. Stablecoin conversions are supported, and all 
user USD balances are backed by USDC stored on a single multisignature safe contract in the 
Ethereum Mainnet.



Quiver's business model is completely focused on trading fees. We only charge fees when 
closing trades. Fees are capped to 0.1% of trade volume, and are never higher than 
10% of trade profits. Despite these low fees, our business model is sustainable because we 
don’t need to subsidize liquidity. Furthermore, our unique fee model encourages users to 
make many small trades, meaning higher organic trading volume.

profitable 

Path to Decentralization + Strategic Roadmap

Quiver is on a path to be a fully decentralized finance platform. The technology is fully 
compatible with the proven model of off-chain matching with on-chain settlement, used 
successfully by projects such 0x, Loopring and StarkEx.



Using the off-chain matching system and with settlement on major successful rollups, we can 
offer the same liquidity across the whole crypto ecosystem.



We aim to offer synthetic markets in all major asset classes, allowing users to keep a 
diversified portfolio on-chain. At the moment we are working on basic but important features 
such as stop-loss and take-profit orders, standardizing Quiver APIs and creating structures to 
create new markets quickly.

Down the line, Quiver will use perpetual futures to provide deep liquidity in all major markets 
and offer advantages such as leverage and short-selling without complicated borrowing 
operations. Ultimately, we hope to become the go-to trading platform for both crypto-native 
retail users and professional and institutional traders.



Problem & 
Landscape
Most centralized exchanges follow a first-in-first-out (FIFO) rule when matching 
orders, and as a result, traders have a lot to gain by making their orders arrive a 
few microseconds earlier. This wasteful speed competition is called latency 
arbitrage, and very often leads to a winner-takes-all competition in which the 
fastest player makes all the arbitrage profits. Billions of dollars are spent every 
year in a technological arms race that includes submarine cables, microwave 
towers, and hollow-core fibers.

Such profits come at the expense of liquidity providers, who suffer increasing adverse 
selection. They will increase their spreads unless they are subsidized by exchanges. Because 
higher "taker fees" are needed to pay for these subsidies, the final exchange users pay the bill 
with increased transaction costs either way.



Essentially, users who are not optimizing for speed end up paying for a wasteful arms race 
between high frequency traders. That’s bad! This creates deadweight loss as many otherwise 
profitable strategies are no longer viable. Deadweight loss can be significant.



Let us first understand how liquidity is often provided on exchanges, in order to understand 
how matching rules at FIFO exchanges hurt liquidity for all and generate billions of dollars in 
latency arbitrage every year.



Then we’ll see how traditional regulated exchanges, centralized crypto exchanges and 
existing decentralized exchanges (DEXes) all fall short in very important ways.


https://medium.com/trading-data-analysis/latency-arbitrage-what-is-it-and-why-tickspread-will-make-it-obsolete-4ea735fddfce
https://medium.com/trading-data-analysis/latency-arbitrage-what-is-it-and-why-tickspread-will-make-it-obsolete-4ea735fddfce


Liquidity and Arbitrage
The Maker-Taker Arbitrage

One of the easiest ways to provide liquidity to an exchange (in a liquid market) is 
the maker-taker arbitrage.
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Setting up: A Market Maker watches the orderbook on exchange A, then places market orders 
(bids and asks) on exchange B, providing liquidity there.



In the image above, a bid order is placed at a lower price on exchange B than the 
corresponding bid on exchange A.
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Similarly, ask orders are placed at a higher price on exchange B than the corresponding asks 
on exchange A. These maker orders are updated whenever price/liquidity changes on 
exchange A.



As a result, the market maker quotes a spread on exchange B (7$) that is slightly higher than 
the one on exchange B (5$). Nevertheless, this increases the liquidity on exchange B.

Problem & Landscape
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Success case: Whenever the bid is executed at exchagne B, a taker order is sent 
to exchange A. The second order executes at a slightly higher price, generating a 
small profit.



Similarly, whenever an ask is executed, a taker order is sent to buy one exchange 
A for a profit as well.



Failure case: Price/liquidity on exchange A has changed by the time the order is 
executed on exchange B. The second order fails to execute. Some fallback 
mechanism is then used to close the position (immediately or after some time). 
This usually results in expected loss for the arbitrage strategy.

In a competitive environment, unless the failure case is very common, the profit margins will 
be very small. In this scenario, the Maker-Taker arbitrage will end up “duplicating” the liquidity 
from exchange A into exchange B.

Problem & Landscape



The Sniper Arbitrage

However, failure is indeed quite common! Here is how it can happen.

Snipers sell at 

exchange B 


before price can 

update

Price falls to $95 on

Exchange A

Bid at 99$

Ask at 106$

Market Maker

Snipers

ETH-USD

SELL for $99

SELL for $97

SELL for $96

CANCEL/UPDATE
Bid at 99$

Sniper failure: In the above scenario, price falls quickly on exchange A. The Market Maker 
tries to cancel/update its bids on exchange B according to the new price. However, several 
“Snipers” compete with each other and arrive first at exchange B. They can profit by selling 
there at the old price. This generates profits for the snipers (at the expense of the Market 
Maker).

Problem & Landscape



Spreads and Subsidies

Sniper failure, and other forms of latency arbitrage, generate losses to market 
makers. Facing wider spreads as a result, and realizing that traders would end 
up displeased, most crypto exchanges decided to find creative ways to reduce 
their visible spread. They started first to reduce/exempt fees for maker orders, 
orders that are executed after previously resting on the order book providing 
liquidity. Soon they started to actively subsidize them, with so called maker 
rebates (or negative maker fees).

This worked to create apparent tight spreads, but it ended up being nothing more than a 
clever marketing trick. These marker subsidies had to be paid for with increase taker fees 
charged on the regular traders.



The final result was nearly the same: the apparent spread would be smaller, but only as the 
associated transaction cost was transferred from spreads to exchange fees. Instead of 
buying bitcoin for $2005, you would buy for $2000, but you would pay at least 5$ more in 
additional taker fees, for no overall difference. But not all was the same: this incentive created 
a distortion, where sometimes spreads would stay around 1 cent, or whatever was the 
minimum tick size, as traders competed to receive the subsidies whenever the normal spread 
turned to be less than the fixed subsidies.

Traditional Exchanges

Although the problem of latency arbitrage gets much less attention than it 
should, we were not the first ones to find out that High-Frequency Trading (HFT) 
arbitrage bots algorithms are making more money than they should (meaning, 
more money than they would in a better designed system). While our matching 
mechanism is completely novel, we were not the first ones to propose solutions 
either.

Michael Lewis' book "Flash Boys" is entirely devoted to the subject of HFT and how "unfair" 
they are to regular players. While the book makes for an interesting read, the author does not 
manage to separate the beneficial liquidity-providing function of HFT (market-making) from 
other, deleterious functions (latency arbitrage and front-running).

Problem & Landscape



Brad Katsuyama, featured prominently in the same book and founder and CEO of the IEX 
exchange, also doesn't seem to completely understand what the problem is. He has 
implemented a speed bump in his exchange, a mechanism that artificially delays the 
incoming orders by a few milliseconds, apparently in order to "slow things down" and prevent 
those pesky high-frequency traders from benefiting from their very low latency. His 
mechanism, however, is a symmetrical speed bump, which delays all incoming orders 
immediately, and as a result it does little to change the latency competition. Bots will just 
compete to arrive first, so that they can be processed first a few milliseconds later. Not 
surprisingly, after a short-lived boom due to the increased media publicity, IEX is losing market 
share. Adding to IEX’s woes, its attempted entry into crypto got off on the wrong foot through 
a partnership with fraudulent exchange FTX, a partnership that has been rescinded since the 
fraud became public.



The CBOE exchange has actually proposed a useful variation, which is called an asymmetrical 
speed bump. This means that cancel requests are exempt from the speed bump, and are 
processed first. This does make a lot of sense, and actually protects the market makers, but 
the SEC has rejected the proposal and refused to let CBOE use it after several prominent high-
frequency traders lobbied against it, arguing that it "unfairly discriminates against liquidity-
taking orders". We will not enter here into a detailed discussion of this ruling, but we do 
believe that our auction-based mechanism would do better at facing regulatory challenges.



Regardless of regulatory problems, the asymmetrical speed bump would work if 
implemented, and would protect the market makers from arbitrage opportunities that they are 
able to spot, just as our auction mechanism does. However, our mechanism offers a 
significant advantage in that the market maker is also protected in part against the arbitrage 
opportunities that it does not know about.



In practice there are hundreds of arbitrage opportunities, and for a market maker to avoid 
losses it would have to watch all the relevant markets and be capable of evaluating all of 
them correctly. On the other hand, the snipers can easily make money out of the market 
maker by evaluating a single arbitrage opportunity. This asymmetrical competition means 
that market makers would still lose a lot of money to arbitrage bots in practice, even if 
exchanges implemented the asymmetrical speed bump.



It is however fascinating to notice that futures exchanges in the US (that are not regulated by 
the SEC) are not attempting to use asymmetrical speed bumps, as neither are exchanges in 
foreign countries, or the unregulated cryptocurrency exchanges (as far as we are aware of), 
despite what we see as quite obvious advantages of it.
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The lack of this technology has serious effect for the liquidity of these markets. In many 
instances there are several different markets for assets that are financially equivalent.



For example, there are separate markets (with separate order books) for standard, mini and 
micro S&P futures at CME. The mini and micro markets currently have more volume, and as a 
result spreads and much lower there – providing liquidity on the standard S&P futures is 
difficult due to the arbitrage between the markets. As a result liquidity gets fragmented: in 
each market liquidity is smaller than what would have been in a single joint market, and 
arbitrage bots reap profits arbitraging between them.



The same applies to separate but similar markets among different exchanges. For example, 
CME has a market for BRL/USD futures (Brazilian Real futures). However, this market is not 
nearly as liquid as it could be. It happens that most trading activity on this pair happens on 
Brazil at the B3 exchange (a pair of inverse USD/BRL – the DOL and WDO series). While it 
would be in the interest of CME to have a very liquid market for its BRL/USD futures, latency 
arbitrage between these two exchanges makes that difficult. Arbitrage traders with short 
cables between São Paulo and Chicago stand to profit, while institutional traders in the US 
who don’t have access to the Brazilian exchange pay increased transaction costs. This 
generates a winner-takes-all dynamic, where incumbents are hard to displace, and B3 is the 
incumbent regarding this specific pair.

Problem & Landscape

Centralized Crypto Exchanges

Centralized crypto exchanges have much of the same problems, but in many 
ways the liquidity fragmentation is much worse. There are dozens of exchanges 
offering markets for crypto assets such as Bitcoin and Ether, and latency 
arbitrage is rampant between them.

Making matters worse, there are also many markets (pairs) for the same underlying assets, 
such as Bitcoin markets with differing stablecoins, and also different types of futures that 
vary according to expiration (fixed-date vs perpetuals) and margin (coin-margined vs 
stablecoin margined).



This splits volume and liquidity among hundreds of different markets for a single underlying 
asset. The number of possible arbitrage pairs increase quadratically with the number of such 
markets, and the costs for market makers to provide liquidity also increase as a result.



Problem & Landscape

Latency arbitrage happens in a very similar way compared to in traditional exchanges (fast 
links between exchanges are important). However, arbitrage bots also compete on other ways 
that are not common in traditional, regulated exchanges, such as such as paying for or 
otherwise getting privileged information feeds, or negotiating with exchanges for access to 
privileged low-latency endpoints for sending orders. Such negotiations are rarely transparent 
or equitable.



Centralized cryptocurrency exchanges also act as custodians of user funds, and have a very 
poor track record at keeping users safe. From the old Mt. Gox hack to the recent colossal 
fraud at FTX, end users with money on crypto exchanges have often paid the cost for security 
lapses (often resulting from negligence), as well as blatant criminal behavior from exchange 
owners.

DeFi Exchanges

Decentralized Exchanges (DEXes) have a wide range of amazing properties: they 
are often censorship-resistant, meaning they are guaranteed to be open to 
anyone, noncustodial, meaning you don’t need to trust the custody of your funds 
to anyone, and permissionless meaning anyone is free to create new markets. 
These properties, however, usually come at a high cost for economic efficiency 
regarding trade execution quality.

DEXes, particularly ones that do on-chain order matching, are often very inefficient. Users not 
only often pay high gas fees, but their orders are also constantly frontran and sandwiched, 
resulting in high transaction costs. This constitutes the most controversial part of what is 
called maximal extractable value (MEV), the money that blockchain validators can make by 
reordering transactions in a block.



However, even the less controversial parts of MEV are also indirectly bad for the users. 
Liquidity pools or automated market makers (AMMs), a class of liquidity providers that is 
often used by DEXes, constantly lose money to arbitrageurs, and that shows up as a loss-
versus-rebalancing (LVR) for liquidity providers. This means that users provide liquidity on 
AMMs constantly lose money if they attempt to maintain a balanced position (keeping 
exposure to assets constant). This is the most important component of what is sometimes 
called impermanent loss (IL). Liquidity pools have to generate enough trading fees to offset 
LVR to become economically viable.



Protocols such as 0x introduced the concept of off-chain order matching with posterior on-
chain settlement. A user sends signed orders to a relayer, who has the right to match them 
and later submit trade settlements on-chain. Because trade amounts and prices are 
determined by the relayer, there is no money to be made by reordering such settlement 
transactions in a block.



Improving upon this idea, protocols such as Loopring and StarkEx moved the trade settlement 
to a ZK-rollup. This allowed thousands of trade settlements to be condensed in cryptographic 
proof and submitted in a single on-chain transaction, decreasing gas costs dramatically.



As a result of these developments, non-custodial exchanges now have the potential to offer 
the same trading efficiency as centralized exchanges, without sacrificing security guarantees. 
However, they currently are way behind centralized exchanges in the amount of liquidity they 
can offer. Trading fees or market spreads are significantly higher, and order books are much 
shallower.



Newer protocols such as GMX do away entirely with both AMMs and orderbooks, and instead 
trade directly against their users through the use of price oracles. While an interesting 
bootstrapping technique, the use of a price oracle does not allow for internalized price 
discovery, and either significantly limits liquidity or makes the protocol susceptible to price 
manipulation.

Problem & Landscape



Solution
As we mentioned, Quiver is made so that it is very easy to provide liquidity to, 
but extremely hard to take liquidity away from. We can now explain exactly some 
of the useful properties our system has.

At Quiver, all incoming new orders are delayed by a fraction of a second. This is made so that 
market makers and arbitrage bots providing liquidity to Quiver have enough time to update 
their orders according to what happens on other exchanges.



This means that providing liquidity to Quiver is very easy. In particular, when running a Maker-
Taker Arbitrage bot on Quiver, you can expect your failure rate to be very small!



As soon as we have plenty of these bots, liquidity from all other exchanges will end up being 
duplicated at Quiver. This means that our exchange has the potential to have very deep 
liquidity.



If these bots are competing with each other, their profit margins will be small, and Quiver will 
be guaranteed to have both bids and asks that are as close as possible to the best prices on 
any other exchanges. This can sometimes be very significant, and result in over 90% lower 
effective execution costs for traders!



At the same time, it is quite hard to take liquidity away from Quiver. If you try to build a 
“Sniper” bot that attempts to buy/sell at Quiver based on price movements from other 
exchanges, you will find that your orders are likely to not get executed, as liquidity providers 
will have a window of opportunity to update their prices.



A regular trader, however, is unlikely to send orders to Quiver that are synchronized with large 
movements on other exchanges. Therefore, these traders continue to have good execution 
quality.



There are other interesting properties of the Quiver Engine:

 If you have a limit order on Quiver, and the fair price on other exchanges have moved very 
quickly against you, your order is expected to be protected and receive price improvement, 
so that it always trades very closely to the fair price

 When you send a taker order to Quiver that causes an impact on the market, you always 
trade as much as possible on the previous, old price. For example, if you are buying a large 
amount, you will end up buying whatever is available at the lowest possible price.




We’ll see now how the Quiver Engine works and how it satisfies these properties.



Quiver Engine
The core principle behind our matching engine is that speed advantages should 
only matter at economically relevant time scales.


Humans care about whether their trades happen in a fraction of a second or 
whether they take minutes to execute. Therefore, it makes sense that an order 
arriving a second earlier has priority over orders arriving later.

However, at the time scales involved in modern high-frequency trading, being first should not 
matter. Not many people care if their trade takes a millisecond more or less to execute (as 
long as execution is fair, no front-running happens, etc). So an order arriving a few 
microseconds earlier than others should not have priority.



This requires a fundamental change in the first-in-first-out (FIFO) model of matching engines. 
We need to hold orders that arrive roughly at the same time in a  for them to be 
processed together.



Once a batch is executed, we need to deal with the fact that there may be competition for 
some fills. It may be that many buy orders have arrived all at the same time, and that only one 
of them can execute. That is why we need to run auctions. We need a way to determine the 
execution priority, and the only fair way is to say that buyers bidding high (or asks offering for 
low) get to execute first.



Currently, our batches take about 50ms, so you can't see the auctions happening. But you can 
still see the benefits.



Auctions can often generate a  for limit orders standing on the book. So at 
Quiver you can put a buy order for $100 in the book, and you might later find out it was 
executed for less than that!



This is particularly likely to happen when price moves quickly, such as when price moves a lot 
in a different (e.g. a large centralized exchange). At that moment, different arbitrage bots can 
send orders roughly at the same time, participating at the auction. Because our auctions 
implement a property called , the game-theoretical equilibria is for 
arbitrage bots to compete against each other in such a way that they make almost no profits. 

batch

price improvement

incentive-compatibility

Solution



Solution

Even two competing arbitrage bots suffice to reach a near-zero profit equilibrium, as long as 
they are risk neutral (big enough) and are unable to communicate/collude. Because we can 
expect almost all of the potential arbitrage profits to end up in price improvement, we can say 
that the mechanism effectively protects market makers from arbitrage losses.

Engine cycle

The matching engine algorithm runs in a perpetual cycle. We alternate between 
, in which incoming (taker) buy orders compete to 

execute against resting ask orders in the book, and , 
in which incoming taker sell orders compete to execute against the bids.

ascending-price auctions
descending-price auctions

In between these two phases of the cycle, there are additional batches for new buy and sell 
orders to enter the orderbook. The new bids get inserted right after the ascending-price 
auction, and the new asks right after the descending-price auction.



Moreover, there are some other steps for dealing with positions near bankruptcy (liquidation 
step) and for specialized bots to aggregate liquidity from external exchanges (sweeper step).

Vickrey Auction

Both the ascending-price and the descending-price auctions follow a 
generalization of the so-called Vickrey Auction.



In the traditional Vickrey auction, bidders post their prices for a single item, and 
as expected, the one with the highest price is declared the winner. However, in 
contrast to what is called a first-price auction, the winner does  necessarily 
pay its full bid!

not

Rather, it pays as much as the second-highest bidder (or the limit price of the seller). The 
reason for that is that the second-highest bid, being the maximum someone else would pay 
for it, also represents a lower bound for what the winner should have to pay.



Solution

One might think that, by selling the item for less than the maximum bid, this mechanism is 
worse for the seller, but that is not quite the case.



If we attempted to sell for the item for the maximum price, then the winner would immediately 
regret its bid in retrospect. It will wonder that, by bidding just a little bit more than the second-
place bidder, it could have still won the item while paying quite a lot less. Being rational, all 
bidders will take that into account and bid less in such an auction. As a result, and quite 
counterintuitively, game theory predicts that such an auction will often generate less revenue 
for the seller.



The Vickrey auction has a nice property that rational bidders always bid their full value – the 
maximum value they would be willing to pay if they had to. This property is called incentive-
compatibility. It is guaranteed that among the best mechanisms we can always find a 
mechanism of this type, and there are many practical advantages to doing so.

Quiver-Ausubel Auction

One problem remains in that the Vickrey auction is designed for selling a single 
item! In our situation, many buyers and sellers are present, trading 

 (such as stocks, tokens, or futures contracts). Now we 
have two problems: not only bidders can put a lower value than their limit price 
(bid shading), they can also put a lower amount, to avoid causing price impact. 
This second problem is called demand reduction.

multiple 
indistinguishable goods

To achieve incentive-compatibility in this new scenario, we need a slightly more complicated 
algorithm. Fortunately, a 2003 paper gives us a relatively simple algorithm (a generalization of 
the Vickrey auction) that works for multiple identical items. We have adapted it to allow also 
for the possibility of multiple sellers with different price limits (as happens when the sellers 
correspond to orders available in the orderbook).



In the Ausubel Auction, the price increases continuously, and as soon as any of the buyers get 
into a position in which they could unilaterally end the auction (by retrospectively setting a 
lower amount to their bids), they acquire (or "clench") this lower amount at the current (lower) 
price. The auction then continues for the remaining items and bids, until enough demand 
drops off to match supply.



Solution

One consequence is that bidders get to effectively buy at an intermediate price between the 
final, higher equilibrium price, and the lower equilibrium price that would have happened if the 
bidder did not exist. This means that large bids in a single auction can execute at a discount.



While it may be counterintuitive to understand why it is important or fair to give a discount to 
large bidders in a single auction, there are many good arguments for it.



In a uniform-price auction, large bidders end up decreasing the size of their bids to avoid price 
impact. The Ausubel auction gives just the right discount to the large bidders, so that large 
bids still cause price impact, but that each additional unit of demand only increases the price 
for it and additional ones, without also increasing the price paid for all the units bought so far.



Another interesting consequence is that, for the particular scenario in which a single buyer is 
present, the auction degenerates to the common, well-known first-in-first-out order matching. 
This means that, unless someone else sends a large order alongside yours, your order will fill 
just like you would expect in a regular order book exchange.



Because bids are all hidden during the duration of the auction, you also do not have to worry 
about someone front-running your order during the small auction period.



If you are interested in reading more details, check the auction technical documentation.

Quiver Sweeper (Aggregator)

Although regular arbitrage bots can indeed duplicate liquidity from external 
exchanges, Quiver also has an explicit built-in aggregator, designed specifically 
for arbitrage bots to serve large orders.



This aggregation fits in nicely with the auction cycle, requiring a momentary 
interruption of the market, but in return allowing arbitrage with zero 

execution risk.



Solution

Here is how it works

 Sweeper bots are special liquidity providers. They constantly provide non-
binding quote estimates

 Suppose a large buy order is sent on Quiver. During the ascending-price 
auction phase of the engine cycle, the price reaches the top of what is called 
the execution band (top price). This indicates that the slippage of that order 
was going to be significant if only internal liquidity was used

 The Engine cycle is halted momentarily, and one sweeper bot is selected and 
informed of the sweeper demand (buy demand minus sell demand at this 
top price). This bot then has an opportunity window (called the sweeper 
window) to return with a trade confirmation, selling up to the extra demand at 
up to the top price.

Because the trade only happens once the sweeper bot returns with a trade confirmation, the 
sweeper bot has the opportunity to send buy orders up to the top price (including fees) on 
other exchanges, and only return with a confirmation if these orders fill. Therefore, there is 
zero execution risk to providing liquidity as a sweeper on Quiver.



In the alpha version, there is a single sweeper bot that is run by the exchange itself. However, 
a reputation system can be used to provide fair competition between sweepers.



The reputation system should select a single sweeper at a given moment, based on a 
conjunction of (1) the non-binding quotes provided at the time and (2) the average execution 
slippage (compared to quotes). This guarantees that the best sweeper is selected at any time, 
and that sweepers are incentivized to offer the best possible price (rather than always 
returning a trade confirmation at the top price).



It is crucial that a single sweeper is selected at a time, to avoid harmful latency competition 
between sweepers when executing at other exchanges, and to avoid giving away information 
to malicious sweepers intent on frontrunning the order at external exchanges.



Because sweepers can execute simultaneously on all other external exchanges, they are 
capable of providing deep liquidity for Quiver, up to the sum of liquidity in all other exchanges 
(including spots, futures, and maybe even other correlated assets).



Security & 
Business Model



Security & Business Model

Alpha version

In the alpha version, Quiver is running as a centralized exchange.

Sign In with Ethereum

Quiver does not use traditional email/password login. Instead, it uses Sign In 
with Ethereum. Instead, users are required to sign a message proving ownership 
of the account.

When the user connects their wallet for the first time, they wil be required to sign a message 
with a statement that they are not US persons.



The address used in connection to sign up is also necessarily the addres used for deposits 
and withdrawals. This guarantees that, while Quiver can be used pseudonimously, giving 
users the right to privacy, it cannot be used for cryptocurrency mixing, an activity that is illegal 
in many jurisdictions.

Stablecoin Conversions

Users are able to deposit different stablecoins in different EVM chains. Initially 
the following four are supported

 USDC on Ethereu
 USDC on Polygo
 wXDAI on Gnosis Chai
 BUSD on Binance Smart Chain

Each of these assets is accounted for internally independently as different assets.



We define another asset to denote the primary USD balances for each user. These balances 
are 100% backed by USDC on the Ethereum Mainnet, and are the balances used as margin on 
all existing markets.



Security & Business Model

Special internal liquidity pools are used to convert 1-1 the different stablecoins internally, and 
these conversions are triggered automatically on deposit and withdrawals.



For instance, you can deposit 500 BUSD on Binance Smart Chain. Once the deposit is 
received, it is going to be converted automatically to a 500 USD primary balance.



After making some trades, your balance may increase to 550 USD. If you’d like to, you can 
withdraw 550 USDC on Polygon, and the 550 USD will be converted to 550 USDC (Polygon) 
automatically.




Because these pools have limited liquidity, it is possible that a large enough deposit will not 
be converted. For example, a deposit of 100,000 BUSD on Binance Smart Chain may exceed 
the amount available in the conversion pool.



In this case, a user will have an available balance of 100,000 BUSD, and will be able to 
withdraw any of it at any point, but will not be able to convert any of it into a primary USD 
balance. This mechanism prevents any stablecoin collapse (except the USDC on Ethereum) 
from undermining the security of the USD balances

Proof of Assets and Liabilities

All user USD balances are backed by USDC stored on a single multisignature 
safe contract in the Ethereum Mainnet.

This address is associated with ENS domain tick.eth, and is a 3-out-of-4 multisignature 
contract. Two signer keys are held by team members, and two signer keys are held by 
investors. No more than two keys are held simultaneously in a single continent.



For users to check that 100% of user assets (as shown by the user balances) are indeed 
stored in this safe contract, they need to be able to know what the sum of user balances is.



The most advanced way of doing that is through a Merkle-tree proof of reserves. This 
preserves privacy of balances while allowing users to check individually whether their own 
balances are included in the totals.

https://etherscan.io/address/tick.eth
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While Quiver intends to implement Merkle-tree proof of reserves, in its alpha version it 
currently uses a much more simple method: all balances are made public every day.



This sacrifices some privacy in exchange for transparency and simplicity. Any interested party 
can verify that their own balance is included in daily snapshots, and that the sum of USD 
balances in each snapshot is strictly less than the USDC stored in the multisignature safe.

Hot Wallets

Withdrawing from cold multisignature wallets takes time and effort. This is by 
design! The signers need to manually approve any withdrawals, and run security 
checks before signing any requests.

However, users expect their withdrawals to be performed quickly, and even consider delays as 
a sign that something is wrong with an exchange!



As a result, most custodial exchanges offer hot wallets that service most withdraw requests 
instantly. However, these hot wallets are often an extremely attractive target for hackers. 
Security violations in hot wallets often result in exchanges losing customer assets and 
becoming insolvent.



Quiver decided to solve this problem by keeping 100% of user funds in the cold, 
multisignature wallet, but at the same time using some of the exchange's corporate treasury 
to fund a small hot wallet for faster withdrawals. As a result, an eventual security violation in 
the hot wallet will not generate any losses to exchange users.



A large volume of withdrawals may deplete the hot wallet. If this occurs, withdrawals will be 
delayed until a secure transaction can be made from the safe contract.



When a withdrawal is performed from the hot wallet, the total funds stored in the cold wallet 
remain unchanged. Instead, such withdrawal is registered internally as a transfer from the 
withdrawing user to the internal hot wallet user.



The internal hot wallet user performs the withdrawal on behalf of the exchange, and in 
exchange receives the internal balances from the withdrawing user.



Bussiness Model
Fees and Trade Duration

One of the most common experiences for an inexperienced trader at a 
cryptocurrency exchange is making a trade that appears to be profitable, but 
which in fact is not when the fees are taken into account.
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In a ramdom market movement, it takes on average 

four times longer for the price to go twice as far.

Although exchange fees might appear to be small on absolute numbers, their effect is very 
significant, especially for users trading with high leverage. For instance, the Bybit charges a 
taker fee of 0.06%.



At the same time, users are allowed to trade at up to 100x leverage. This means that a player 
opening and then closing a position at the same price, executing as a taker in both cases, 
actually pays 12% of its margin as fees for this trade.



Regardless of the leverage, a user only begins to win at a trade when the price moves at least 
0.12% in the right direction. Assuming a 2.0% daily volatility for bitcoin that is constant over 
the day, the bitcoin price is expected to move approximately 0.12% one way or another every 5 
minutes. This means that it is quite likely that, after 5 minutes, your trade is still a loss even if 
you pick the direction right.

Security & Business Model



Security & Business Model

If you want your trades to give you a profit that is at least 5x or 10x the fee you pay when you 
pick the direction right, you need your trades to last for around 2 or 8 hours, respectively. High 
fixed fees therefore encourage users not to do short-term trading.



Players do react to these incentives, and as a result, most players in the cryptocurrency 
exchanges today do not perform short-term trades lasting less than an hour. This despite the 
fact that they often do such trades at the beginning, before they understand how the fees 
work, and despite the fact that trades of such duration are common in traditional futures 
markets in which fees are significantly lower.



Now consider that 2 to 8 hours is a long time for an user to be logged in and paying attention 
to price movements, only waiting to see if the trade will pay off. Most traders can therefore be 
expected to wander the internet or do some other stuff, checking only periodically to see how 
the trade is going.

Our Proposal for Fees

We are exploring a completely novel fee structure: charging fees only on 
profitable trades. Initially, fees are being set to 10% of the profits of each trade.

The idea is to allow users to make small trades without having to worry whether their gains 
are enough to offset the fees that they need to pay. Even very small trades, lasting a few 
minutes or even a few seconds could be profitable for the user. As a result, the user would be 
able to make dozens of trades in a single trading session, which hopefully will be much more 
interesting for him and increase retention.



It is important to point out that, under this structure, fees can be dramatically lower for short 
trades. This, however, is actually a good thing for us! As we will see later, encouraging small 
trades, even when accompanied by proportionally smaller fees, may generate an increase in 
volume that actually increases user monetization. And because other exchanges have to pay 
rebates to marker makers in order to have low spreads, they cannot afford to set very low fees 
for very short-term trades. If they decide not to pay maker rebates anymore, then their 
spreads will be much higher, which discourages small, short-time trades in the same way that 
high fees do. In either way, our model will be very difficult to duplicate.
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We believe such a fee structure, or another also aimed at encouraging small trades, would be 
ideal for the many users that are looking for short-term speculation or entertainment. It does, 
however, offer problems for other types of users. More professional and long-term traders 
might be unwilling to pay a significant portion of their profits for a trade, especially when they 
can pay a fixed fee in a competing exchange. Hedgers, which negotiate futures to protect 
themselves against losses in the value of their assets elsewhere, also generally perform 
longer-term trades and would rather pay a fixed fee. Finally, high-frequency traders, including 
snipers and market-makers, may find that optimizing for such a fee structure adds complexity 
to their bots.



One solution that we have implemented is capping fees on a profitable trade to a maximum of 
0.10% of the transaction. This makes sure that even more sophisticated trades doing long-
term speculation or hedging will be pleased with our fee structure. Adding such a cap means 
that trading on our exchange will always be strictly better than trading in any other exchange.

A Simplified Monetization Model

We believe that trading volumes may increase dramatically when users are 
encouraged to make small trades instead of big ones, and as a result that 
monetization may increase even if the average transaction fee is smaller.

Let us create a model in which users start with a balance of 100$, and leave the exchange if 
their balance goes to zero (bankruptcy) or if their balance doubles (cashing out). Of course, 
we want users to deposit more and refrain from cashing out in order to continue trading! 
However, it is important for our model to incorporate both churn scenarios, as they do occur 
in practice.
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Further, let us consider in our model that trades are like bets that have a 50% chance of paying 
off. We then have two scenarios: one with long trades and another with short trades, which 
we model respectively as bets in which $50 and $10 are at stake.



In the scenario for long trades, what we see is that users either go bankrupt or cash out after 
only a few trades. The average number of trades they make before leaving is only four.
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In comparison, in the scenario for short trades, they make many more trades. They are risking 
5 times less in each trade, but they end up trading 25 times more! Now the average user will 
make 100 trades before leaving.



We can model a fee (10% of profits from a trade) by considering that the bets have a chance 
of paying off that is slightly less than 50%. This changes the simulation only slightly; users 
make an average of 3.99 long trades or 91.82 short trades before leaving.



The results show a dramatic increase in monetization: an average user that makes long 
trades will pay $5.25 on fees before leaving, compared to $24.15 on fees for an user that 
makes short ones!



While this is of course a very simplified model, we do believe that it is possible to significantly 
increase user monetization in an exchange by encouraging them to make many small trades 
at a reduced fee.



Security & Business Model

Our Business Model

As a result of keeping 100% of user funds in a smart contract, Quiver is 
prevented from investing, lending or otherwise “gaining yield” from stored user 
funds.



Our business model is therefore completely dependent on trading fees, as 
exchanges are supposed to!

Some may question: is it viable for Quiver to offer the lowest effective fees of any futures 
exchanges? The answer is yes, and comes from (1) our special matching technology, that 
allows us to have liquidity with no need for continuous subsidies, and from (2) an innovative 
fee structure that encourages users to trade much more, increasing monetization.

Perpetual Futures

The key thing to understand perpetuals (and all cash-settled financial derivatives) 
is that they are bets. While this term often has negative connotations, bets are 
everywhere in life. Investing in a company is nothing but betting on its success.

Perpetual futures offer you a bet designed to give you economic returns that track the 
performance of the underlying asset. For instance, instead of buying gold directly (or buying a 
gold-backed token) with the intention of selling it later at a higher price, you can make an 
equivalent bet on the price going up by opening a long position in a gold perpetual futures.



Every trade has two sides. For every bet on the price going up, there is an equivalent bet on 
the price going down, made by opening a short position. The long and short positions always 
match each other.



There is a mechanism in place, called the funding mechanism, created to make sure that the 
price of the perpetual market track closely the price of the underlying asset. If regular demand 
for long and short positions are not perfectly balanced, the price of the perpetual markets 
may diverge slightly, but in that case regular payments are established, similar to interest 
rates, to encourage prices to converge.
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 When the perpetual market price is higher than the underlying asset price, this means 
demand for longs is larger than demand for shorts. In this scenario longs have to pay 
funding to shorts over time

 When the perpetual market price is lower than the underlying asset price, this means 
demand for shorts is larger than demand for longs. In this scenario shorts have to pay 
funding to longs over time.



This enables a strategy called funding arbitrage. An arbitrageur buys the underlying asset and 
opens a short position there is extra demand for longs. In the opposite scenario, the 
arbitrageur sells the asset and opens a long position.



The existence of this arbitrage opportunity means that futures trading is not a zero-sum 
game, and that participants on this market can make profits out of real-world economic 
activity. At the same time, all bureaucracy of interacting with traditional, regulated assets is 
left to the arbitrageurs.  

Perpetual markets, therefore, enable efficient bets on real-world assets, such as stocks, 
bonds, and commodities, and are going to be extremely important to connect decentralized 
trading systems with as Quiver with the real economy.

Risks of Perpetuals

Every trade in a perpetual markets is a bet on the underlying price going up (long) 
or down (short). In order to guarantee payouts to the winners, the system needs 
to ensure that all traders have enough money to pay in case they lose. This is 
made by requiring all positions to have enough margin associated with them.

As prices move against a position, the remaining margin may become too small, taken into 
account both the open position and the current market price. If it becomes smaller than the 
maintenance margin, a liquidation will happen. This will result in the open position being 
closed against other market participants.



One of the risks of trading in perpetual markets is therefore the liquidation risk. You can 
decrease this risk by adding extra margin to your positions, reducing your leverage.
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Another risk involved in trading perpetual markets is auto-closing of positions. This can be 
better understood as limit to how much you might make in extreme circumstances. if traders 
betting against you all go bankrupt (opposite positions are liquidated), and if no one is willing 
to take their place betting against you (no liquidity), then your profits will be capped to how 
much money is available in the system. If your position is auto-closed, it will be done at 
market price or better – unrealized profits are never taken away.



A third risk, exclusive to perpetual futures, is called spread risk. This is the risk that, at the 
time you decide to close your position, you'll do so at a price worse than the price of the 
underlying asset, due to fluctuations in the difference between them. Because these 
fluctuations are often very small, this risk is most relevant for short-term traders.



A fourth risk, also exclusive to perpetual futures, is called funding risk. Your positions will pay 
funding or receive funding over time, depending on whether there is more demand to take a 
position on the same side as yours or opposite to it. You might normally expect demand on 
both sides to be equal on average over time, but if this is not the case for an extended period, 
funding payments will accumulate. This is a risk most relevant for long-term traders.



The intensity of the funding payments as a function of the spread determines a trade-off 
between these last two risks. Stronger payments promote more funding arbitrage, and as a 
result the perpetual futures will more closely track the underlying asset price, at a cost of 
introducing more funding risk for long-term positions.



As usual, traders are also subject to custody or smart-contract risk. However, because 
perpetual futures provide leverage, traders are free to reduce this perceived risk by keeping as 
little margin as required to avoid liquidations.



Path to 
Decentralization
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Rollup Self-Custody Integration

The first step for decentralizing Quiver will be an integration with a secure, cheap 
custody solution.



We are currently in talks to integrate Quiver with some rollups. Integration will be 
relatively simple and follow a generic pattern:

 Users seeking self-custody will deposit directly into a Quiver contract
 Afterwards they will generate a special signing key on their front-end
 Alongside every order, users (or the front-end app) will sign a message with 

this key
 A special service will be built to settle trades on-chain, by calling the rollups 

APIs with the finalized trades alongside the signed messages attesting to its 
validity

 A special service will be built to perform on-chain withdrawals, and to deal 
with forced trades/withdrawals.



Because much of this requires a trusted front-end, Quiver will make available an 
open-source front-end at a secure location (using ENS and IPFS).


Long-Term Vision

There are other important properties of decentralized exchanges that are harder 
to obtain. Among these are censorship resistance, and permissionless creation 
of new markets. This needs to be achieved without sacrificing cheap 
transactions, trading efficiency, and scalability.




Path to Decentralization

Censorship resistance requires that a decentralized consensus exists over order 
matching. This is only possible if consensus includes requests such as new 
orders and order cancellations (potentially thousands of requests per second). It 
is clear that data availability for such a large number of requests will need to be 
done at a layer separate from Ethereum itself. However, there can be economic 
and consensus guarantees inside Ethereum that such data will be available.



Low-latency trading requires a centralized sequencer, and this seems to 
contradict censorship resistance. However, it is possible to use on-chain 
inclusion lists to bypass censorship, as well as open up composability. This will 
allow users to have either low-latency trading or full decentralization (although 
not both) when interacting with Quiver



Strategic 
Roadmap
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Traditional Markets

Quiver aims to offer synthetic markets in all major asset classes that will allow 
investors to maintain a truly diversified portfolio on-chain. This will allow citizens 
to generate efficient risk-adjusted returns on their wealth, protected from 
inflation, confiscation, and mass financial surveillance.

We are going to use perpetual futures to offer deep liquidity in all of the world's major 
markets. This will be a base layer of liquidity, open and permissionless. Composability is 
going to be key.



We want a whole financial ecosystem to be built on top, including automated decentralized 
strategies, community-created ETFs, and actively-managed funds.

Advantages of Perpetuals

We believe decentralized futures hold the key for anyone in the world to be able to 
trade in all of the world's major assets with privacy and security.



Our goal is to provide unfettered access to all of the world's markets in a single 
place. For the first time, global investment opportunities will become censorship-
resistant and accessible to all. The way we are going to do that is by offering 
trades in derivatives, particularly perpetual futures.

Perpetual futures are a new class of derivatives that allow very efficient trading on synthetic 
markets

 Compared to spot markets, they allow leverage and short-selling, with no need for 
complicated borrowing operations

 Compared to traditional futures with an expiry date, they not only avoid the need to roll 
positions, but also are much more resistant to price manipulation in the underlying market.
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Other proposed solutions don't quite work

 Centralized entities tokenizing assets have to deal with a weight of outdated regulation 
and bureaucracy, while adding censorship, custody and solvency risks

 Decentralized synthetic tokens are a solution, but they currently introduce either large 
capital costs or unacceptable systemic risks. This seriously hurts their competitiveness as 
investment tools.

Smaller Spreads and Deeper Liquidity

We at Quiver have a very ambitious goal: we want our synthetic perpetual 
markets to be where price-discovery happens, even for traditional markets!

For example, we are going to launch perpetual markets for major stocks, such as Apple, 
Alphabet, Meta, and Tesla. And we eventually expect our markets to have more liquidity than 
the spot markets at NASDAQ.



In part this is because of the intrinsic advantages of leverage. Leverage is one of the reasons 
index derivatives such as the S&P are often much more liquid than the constituent stocks, and 
perpetual markets can use that to their advantage.



However, single-stock futures have been tried in the past and failed to gain traction. What is it 
that we are going to do differently? Here is where our special matching engine comes into 
play.



Our conjecture is that one of the primary reasons single-stock futures failed to gain traction is 
that it is very easy to arbitrage between them and the spot markets

 With the right kind of structure, this easy arbitrage allows bots to duplicate the liquidity 
from the spot market into the futures market (as we have seen with the Maker-Taker 
Arbitrage)

 But with traditional, first-in-first-out architectures, what is actually favoured is the 
alternative, Sniper Arbitrage. This arbitrage happens both ways, but mostly from the bigger, 
high-volume market into the smaller or newer one. This creates a winner-takes-all game 
that favors the incumbents.
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We therefore speculate that sniper arbitrage between spot stock markets and the new, 
smaller single-stock futures markets ended up making them illiquid and contributing to their 
unpopularity.



Quiver will have a chance to put single-stock futures to work at a much more favourable 
condition. Market makers will be protected from arbitrage losses and will be able to provide 
equal or smaller spreads than those in regulated incumbents. Maker-Taker arbitrage bots, as 
well as Sweeper bots, will duplicate much of the liquidity from traditional markets (including 
liquidity in correlated markets).



All the same arguments apply to obtaining liquidity on forex, commodities, and bond markets, 
as well as in novel indexes whose components are existing markets.



This will allow Quiver to be an attractive trading platform not only for crypto-native retail 
users, but also for professional and institutional traders. Indeed, we would like to position 
ourselves to capture a large market share of trading activity from new types of 
permissionless, crypto-first hedge funds – that will nevertheless trade on all types of 

asset classes.

Other Future Developments

 Stop-loss and take-profit order
 Standardizing our API so that we can be listed at CoinMarketCap + integrating with trading 

tools such as CCXT and PyCryptoBot
 Developing structure to quickly create new types of markets (including temporary ones
 Synthetic markets for pairs (e.g. ETH/BTC perpetuals)
 Synthetic markets for leveraged positions, or other automated strategies (such as mean-

reversal)
 Liquidity for option
 Protected leverage positions (preventing liquidations for some time periods or price 

ranges)
 Counterparty insurance for protocol or exchange insolvency (credit-default swaps
 Transparent lending engin
 Decentralized decision-making through futarchy governance and the QUIV token



Core Team

Kelvin Azevedo Santos

CEO, has been coding since age 12. He got a silver medal at the 2011 Brazilian Informatics 
Olympiad, fifth place at the 2011 Brazilian Chemistry Olympiad, and honourable mentions 
at the 2011 and 2012 Brazilian Mathematical Olympiads. Before finishing high school, he 
was accepted at ITA, one of the most difficult entrance exams in Brazil. Both in 2012 and in 
2013 he got first place in the Fuvestão, a general knowledge competition with over 30k 
participants, being awarded a brand-new car each time for the result. He sold these prizes 
and used the money to gain financial independence from age 16.



In 2014 he began studying medicine at the University of São Paulo Medical School, already 
aiming at gaining admission to the exclusive Molecular Science graduation, which he did 
six months later. Two years later, he dropped out of college to become a trader at a high-
frequency trading fund in Brazil.



At the fund, he developed trading strategies that negotiated over one billion dollars in daily 
volume, up to 8% of the daily volume in forex and index futures at B3, the Brazilian 
exchange. His algorithms, which include both market making and sniper strategies, are still 
running and have generated over 10 million dollars in profits.

Nicholas Costa Lima

CTO, is a senior software engineer, previously a cofounder at Avocado, a groceries delivery 
startup. As a high school student, he excelled in chemistry competitions, including the first 
place at the 2012 Brazilian Chemistry Olympiad, the bronze medal at the 2013 International 
Chemistry Olympiad, and the gold medal at the 2013 Olimpíada Ibero Americana de 
Química. Ever since he has focused on programming and computer science. Beginning in 
2015 he studied computer science at the University of São Paulo, before dropping out in 
2018 to co-found Avocado.



Kelvin and Nicholas know each other from their time at the 2011 preparatory training for 
the International Chemistry Olympiad. Kelvin was impressed by Nicholas’ skill and 
determination at solving hard problems, and has been eager to work alongside him ever 
since. The two are now the co-founders at Quiver.



Core team

Matthew Eric Fisher

Is an experienced C/C++ developer who has previously worked at Solomon Brothers and a 
gateway developer at the New York Stock Exchange. He has had experience working at 
startups, including cryptocurrency companies such as Blockstream. He is our lead 
matching engine developer, and also contributes significantly to the company’s overall 
architecture and technical decisions.

Richard Jesus

Head of Design, is product designer and mentor at Google Launchpad Accelerator, solves 
real problems through technology, and excels at simplifying complexities for a human and 
usable experience. He has carried out projects for companies such as Apple, Shell, Nestlé, 
IBM, LG, Paypal, Honda, Santander, GE and Volkswagen.



Regulatory risks

The custodial alpha version of Quiver is an unregistered derivatives exchange, and as a result, 
to comply with US law, it is not available to US persons.



All alpha users of Quiver will be required to digitally sign a statement confirming to the CFTC 
and other US government agencies that they are not considered US persons according to US 
law. This message will be digitally validated before the user receives access to the platform.



Be aware that making false statements is a federal process crime in the United States code, 
and that courts have affirmed convictions for false statements made to private entities, when 
the statements are in relation to government regulation.



The Quiver founders work regularly at an office in the greater São Paulo region, in Brazil. 
However, according to the recently approved Lei 14478/22, Quiver is not allowed to offer 
cryptocurrency trading services in the country without approval from the appropriate 
government agencies. Quiver has not yet requested or received an authorization or an 
exemption from either the Brazilain Central Bank or the Comissão de Valores Mobiliários - 
CVM. As a result, to comply with Brazilian law, Quiver is not available to Brazilian citizens, and 
we also require signed statements that users are not Brazilian citizens to gain access to the 
platform.



If at any moment we notice that users are interacting with our platform in violation of the 
above, we will act to immediately close the account, including any open positions, and return 
all available balance to the address associated with the account. The digitally signed 
statements will be kept in our possession.



We may also close accounts, with proper warning for closing of open positions, if new 
government regulations prevent us from continuing to serve some or all of our users. In any 
such circunstances user funds will be protected and returned to the addresses associated 
with the account, and no further actions from the user will be required for the funds to be 
returned.



As we transition to a noncustodial exchange, we’ll explore legal options to expand

the range of users allowed to access the platform. We strongly believe that noncustodial 
exchanges can operate in the United States with no need for previous approval from 
government agencies, according to current US law, and we are prepared to defend that view 

in court.



Regulatory Risks

Furthermore, as we further move towards building a fully decentralized protocol, the founders 
intend to pass over de facto control of the project to a decentralized autonomous 
organization, with decision modules running market-based governance procedures, which 
may create permissionless and censorship-resistant markets. We also strongly believe that 
building such an open-source, decentralized protocol is an act of free speech defended by the 
First Amendment to the United States Constitution, and we are also prepared to defend that 
view in court if required.



Conclusion

Latency arbitrage is a major issue in both traditional and decentralized exchanges, resulting in 
billions of dollars in losses every year. Traditional exchanges have proposed solutions, such 
as asymmetrical speed bumps, but these have been met with resistance from high-frequency 
traders. Centralized crypto exchanges suffer from liquidity fragmentation due to the large 
number of markets and pairs, while decentralized exchanges are limited by high gas fees and 
shallow order books. Newer protocols such as GMX are attempting to solve these issues, but 
they are limited by the use of price oracles for execution. Ultimately, a better designed system 
is needed to ensure that liquidity providers are not taken advantage of and that users are not 
paying the bill for a wasteful arms race.



Quiver is a revolutionary exchange that provides a unique liquidity solution. It is designed to 
be extremely easy to provide liquidity to, and extremely hard to take liquidity away from. This 
is achieved through a combination of delayed incoming orders, auctions, and a sweeper bot. 
The Vickrey and Ausubel auctions provide incentive-compatibility, allowing rational bidders to 
bid their full value, while the sweeper bot allows for large orders to be filled with zero 
execution risk. All of these features combine to make it a powerful exchange with deep 
liquidity and low execution costs.



We offer a novel fee structure, encouraging users to make many small trades at a reduced 
fee. Perpetual futures enable efficient bets on real-world assets, connecting decentralized 
trading systems with the real economy. We provide a secure, efficient and transparent 
platform for users to make trades and minimize these undesired risks. Through the 
integration with StarkEx, our users are able to access secure, cheap self-custody solutions. 
Standardized APIs make our platform accessible to third-parties and algorithmic traders.



Our mission is to make markets accessible to everyone and our team is committed to making 
this possible. We are ready to defend decentralized finance in court against overrearch from 
government agencies if needed, and we are exploring options to expand our user base and to 
ensure that we are compliant with the law.



In conclusion, Quiver is an innovative exchange that offers a revolutionary set of features and 
solutions for global investors. From perpetual futures to automated strategies and secure 
custody, Quiver is setting the standard for the future of decentralized trading. With more and 
more people entering the market, Quiver is committed to providing a secure and efficient 
platform that allows users to access markets, take advantage of new opportunities, and make 
the most of their investments.




